For a linear manifold whose endomorphism ring is not of characteristic 2, the projective geometry of subspaces is determined to within isomorphism or anti-isomorphism by the unit group of the endomorphism ring. The main purpose of this paper is to show that an analogous result applies in the case of von Neumann's continuous geometries and the associated continuous rings [l-7], and to give a characterization of the isomorphisms of the unit group of a continuous ring analogous to that known for the projective case.
For a linear manifold whose endomorphism ring is not of characteristic 2, the projective geometry of subspaces is determined to within isomorphism or anti-isomorphism by the unit group of the endomorphism ring. The main purpose of this paper is to show that an analogous result applies in the case of von Neumann's continuous geometries and the associated continuous rings [l-7] , and to give a characterization of the isomorphisms of the unit group of a continuous ring analogous to that known for the projective case.
Our treatment of the continuous case follows rather closely the treatment of the projective case given by Baer [8] , but the absence of " points" (i.e., of minimal elements in the lattice of subspaces) makes it necessary in the continuous case to phrase the arguments entirely in the language of ring theory and lattice theory. The main results are contained in the Structure Theorem (Theorem 7) and the Isomorphism Theorem (Theorem 6) which we prove in Part IV. After presenting some preliminary lemmas (Part I), we discuss in Part II certain properties of two kinds of elements belonging to the unit group: involutions (elements u such that w2 = l) and elements of class 2 (elements t such that (t -1)9*0, (t -l)2 = 0), and show that the elements of class 2 can be characterized within the unit group (Theorem 1). In Part III, we introduce certain sets of involutions (A-systems) and characterize these within the unit group (Theorem -2). We then exhibit a 1-1 correspondence between the class of all A-systems and the class of all nonzero subspaces (Theorem 5), and show that the relation of "betweenness" in the lattice can be completely described in terms of A-systems and certain derived systems A2 which consist of elements of class 2 (Theorem 3). This provides the necessary techniques for Part IV.
Part I. Background and preliminary lemmas 1 . Continuous geometry; continuous ring. The subspaces of a finite dimensional projective geometry or the elements of a continuous geometry form a lattice £ which is complemented, modular, complete, and topological. The
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use a (v -l)-dimensional projective geometry, and {O^D^l} in the case of a continuous geometry. For v^3, except in the case of non-Desarguesian projective planes, the lattice 8 determines to within isomorphism a ring dt whose lattice of principal right ideals is isomorphic to ?. In the projective case, dt is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of the linear manifold associated with the geometry. In the continuous case, dt is known as a continuous ring. In both cases, dt is an irreducible, regular ring which is complete in the topology of "rank distance," a metric related to the dimension function. "Regularity" is equivalent to the condition that every principal right ideal be generated by an idempotent.
"Irreducibility" for a regular ring is equivalent to the condition that the center of the ring be a field (cf. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ).
For simplicity, our results will be formulated for the continuous case only, but the arguments apply without modification to the finite-dimensional projective case.
2. Correspondence between idempotents and involutions. In relating the structure of a continuous ring dt to the structure of its unit group © (the set of all nonsingular elements of dt), a basic correspondence between the set of all idempotents e = e2 and the set of all involutions u = u~1 will be employed. The following lemma is readily verified. Lemma 1. Suppose 2^0. The mappings u-+(l+u)/2=e, and e->2e-1=m are 1-1 inverse mappings between the set of all involutions u and the set of all idempotents e in dt. Also, the mappings u-*(l -u)/2 =f andf-> -2f+l =u are 1-1 inverse mappings.
When 2=0, this correspondence clearly fails. The hypothesis that dt is not of characteristic 2 will therefore be maintained throughout.
3. Left-multiplications; invariant spaces. In the following, we use (x)r and (x)i, respectively, to denote the principal right and left ideals generated by the ring element x, and refer to principal right ideals as "subspaces." The symbol (x)\ shall denote the principal right ideal consisting of the elements yEdt such that xy = 0 (right annihilator of (x)i); similarly, the symbol (x)j. shall denote the principal left ideal consisting of the elements yEdt such that yx = 0 (left annihilator of (x),). If / is any element of dt, we use I+(t) to denote the set of all xEdt such that tx = x, and I~(t) to denote the set of all yEdt such that ty= -y. (It is obvious that l+(t) and I~(t) are the subspaces (t-iy, and (t + l)T,, respectively.) Lemma 2. (a) If u = 2e -I is an involution, then l+(u) = (e)r and l~(u) = (l-e)r. Also, if v= -2f+l is an involution, then V~(v) = (l-f)r and l~(v) = (f)r-(b) For any involution u, I+(«)WI~(w) = (l)r, and l+(u)f~\l~(u) = (0)r. Lemma 7. If tE?R commutes with every idempotent e£9?, then t belongs to the center £ °f 9?» Proof. Let e = e2, (t)r=(e)r, where te = et = t, and e = tk for some ft£9?. For y£9t, define idempotents / and g by f=(l-e) + (l-e)ye, g = e+eky(l-e).
Then (l-e)ye=fe=ftk = tfk = 0-k=0; also, by Lemma 6, t = gt, and 0=teky(l -e) =ey(l -e). Thus ye = eye = ey, and eES-Since 3? is irreducible, S is a field, and e = 0 or e = 1, so that (t)r = (e)r = (0)r or (l)r. If (t)r = (0)r, then t = 0, and thus belongs to £. If (0r=(l)r, then t has an inverse in 9t. Since te = et for every idempotent e in 9?, yt(e)r = (te)r = (et)r = (e)r for every subspace (e)r of 2. But then y, is the identity automorphism on 8 and, by Lemma 4, t belongs to £.
By Lemma 1, it is evident that in Lemma 7, above, "idempotent" may be replaced by "involution." The next lemma then follows immediately.
GERTRUDE EHRLICH
[November Lemma 8. The center & of ® is the set 3 -0 of nonzero elements in the center 3 of dt.
5. Some further properties of idempotents. By Property 4 of the rank function [7, p. 343] , any two elements a and b of dt which have the same rank are equivalent, i.e.: there exist p, qE® such that paq = b. If a = e = e2 and b=f=f2 are two idempotents of the same rank, a stronger condition holds.
Lemma 9. Two idempotents e and f of the same rank are similar, i.e., there exists an element qE® such that qeq~l =/.
Proof. Let p and q in ® be such that / = peq. Then (f)r=(peq)T=(pe)r = (pep~l)T. Since pep-1 is idempotent, Lemma 6 guarantees the existence of xEdt such that pep~1=f+fx(l-f). Let t = l+fx(l-f) so that r1 = l-/x(l -f). Then tpep-1 = (tp)e(tp)~l =/, as required. An important class of subrings of a continuous ring dt is characterized in the following.
Lemma 10. (a) For e^O an idempotent belonging to dt, the set edte of all elements exe, xEdt, is the complete, regular rank-ring corresponding to the lattice of subspaces of (e)r.
(h) The center of edte consists of the elements in the set e$e, and is isomorphic to the center 3 of dt.
Proof, (a) The regularity of edte is proved by von Neumann [5, p. 713 Proof. This lemma is proved by von Neumann [2, p. 31, Lemma 3.2] . When a subspace is decomposed into k independent subspaces, the following lemma is sometimes helpful:
Lemma 12. 7/ cm element t of dt is expressible in the form Proof. Right and left multiplication of (A) by e,-and e$, respectively, for each i and j, gives the desired result.
Finally, several of our arguments will require the use of Lemma 13. If g2=g9*0, and kis an element of 9? such that gxk =0, or kxg = 0 for every x£9f, then ft = 0.
Proof. Suppose rank g=p, and gxk = 0 for every x£9i. Then x_1gxft = 0 for every x£®, and, since x_1gx is an arbitrary idempotent of rank p (Lemma 9), (x~lgx)\ is an arbitrary subspace of dimension 1 -p. Hence (ft)r is contained in every subspace of dimension 1 -p.
If ft9*0, (k)r contains a subspace a9*(0)r whose dimension is less than or equal to p9*0. If fi is any complement of a, then fi has dimension greater than or equal to 1 -p. Hence fi contains a subspace of dimension 1 -p, and we have Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is readily verified. Lemma 2 gives the equivalence of (a) and (c) . From t = ete+et(l -e) + (1 -e)te+(l -e)t (l -e) it follows that (b) implies (d), while (b) follows from (d) on left and right multiplication by e.
Proposition
2. An element s of ® belongs to the second centralizer £2(w) of an involution u if and only if s=Zi+z2(l -e) for e = (l +u)/2, zi, z2ES-Proof. If 5 belongs to <S2(«), then by Proposition Id and Lemma 12, s = ese+(l -e)s(l -e). From this, we have (ese)(exe) = (exe)(ese) for arbitrary xEdt, so that ese belongs to the center of edte. By Lemma 10, ese = Zie for some ZiEB>. Similarly, (1-e)s(l-e) =z2(l -e) for some z2G<8> and s = zie+z2(l-e), Proof, (a) Let u = 2e -1, and let a=(a)r for some aEdt. Suppose yua = ((2e -l)a)r = (a)r = a. Then (2e -l)a = ax ior some xEdt, so that ea = 1/2[a(l +x)] =ay for some yEdt. Also, (1 -e)a=a-ea = a-ay = a(l-y). From vi=l and ev = ve, we have (eve)i = e, [(l-e)v(l-e)]2 = l-e. Hence
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use eve and (1 -e)v(l-e) are involutions relative to the subrings e9?e and (1 -e)9t(l -e), respectively. By Lemma 10, these are the regular rings corresponding, respectively, to the lattice of subspaces of (e)r and the lattice of subspaces of (1 -e)T. If we let a(~\(e)r=(ek)T, and aA(l-e), = ((l -e)h)r for some ft, ft£9t, then yv[ar\(e)r]=yv(ek)T = (ek)r = (vek)r= (eveek)r=y",(ek) = af~\(e)r. Similarly, -y(i_e)"(i-,)(l -e)r = ttn(l-e)r.
Since v is an arbitrary involution in 9t, eve and (l-e)v(l-e) are arbitrary involutions in e'Ste and (1 -e)9?(l-e), respectively. But then an(e),C(e), is invariant under every involution eve in edt-e. By Lemma 10 and Lemma 14b, ar\(e)T=(e)r or (0),. Similarly, af\(l -e)r= (1 -e)r or (0)r. Since a=[an(e)r]KJ[ar\(l-e)r], we have either ct = (0)r, or a = (e)r = l+(u), or a = (l -e)r = l~(u), or a = (l)r as required.
7. Elements of class 2.
Definition
2. An element s of 9? is said to be of class i if i is the smallest integer for which (s-l)* = 0 (cf. [8, p. 207] ).
We consider here the elements s for which t = 2, and prove first a number of lemmas.
Lemma 15. (a) Every element of class 2 belongs to ©, and can be represented in the form l+ex(l-e) for some x£9t, e = e2£9i. (b) If s belongs to 9? and s = l+ex(1-e) for x£9t and e an idempotent such that ex(l -e) 9*0, then s is of class 2. (c) The set of elements of class 2 in 9£ is nonempty.
Proof. A straightforward argument gives (a) and (b). By Lemma 13, if ex(l-e)=0
for every x£9t, every e = e2£9i, then e = 0 or c = l for every idempotent e£9t. But then 91 is a division ring, contrary to the hypothesis that 9t is a continuous ring. This establishes (c) .
Lemma 16. If s = 1+w is of class 2, the following conditions hold: (a) l+(s) = (n)\. (b) If a is a subspace comparable with (n)r, then a is invariant under y,.
Proof. From the definition of l+(s), (a) follows immediately. Suppose aQ(n)r. Since ra! = 0, (ra)rC(ra)J, and (a) implies that the subspace ft is elementwise invariant under 7,. If uQ(ra)r and e is an idempotent such that (n)r = (e)r, then, by the modular law, [(e)rn(l -e)r]KJa = (e)rKJ[ar\(l -e)r]. If c = ar\(l-e)r and fi is a relative complement of c in (1-e)T, then c, 6 and (e)r are independent subspaces, and an idempotent g may be chosen so that c = (g)r and (e)rKJb=(l-g)r.
From (g)r^(l-e)r and (e)rQ(l-g)r, it follows thateg = ge = 0. But then a = (e)rKJ(g)r = (e+g)r, and y.aQ(e)rKJ(g)T = a.
Lemma 17. If s = 1 +ra is an element of class 2, and b is a complement of (n)T" then (a) 71+nfiWfi= (n)TKJb, and (b) 7i+"bP\b = (0)r.
Proof. The proof of (a) is straightforward. To obtain (b), we observe that the dimension of [7i+nbWfi] is twice the dimension of b. From this it follows that 7i+"brs\b has dimension zero and is therefore equal to (0)r.
8. First and second centralizer of a class 2 element. Proposition 4. Given s = l+n, n^O, m2 = 0, and e, f and g three mutually orthogonal idempotents such that (e)T = (n)r, (f)r is a relative complement of (e)r in (n)\, and (g)r is a complement of (n)\. Then an element t of ® is contained in the centralizer £(s) of s if and only ift = exie+ex2f+ex3g+fxtf+fxig+r~1(exie)r where xi, • • ■ , x6 are elements of dt, and r is an element of ® satisfying the conditions ( where e,/and g are as defined in Proposition 4, and r may be taken to be gpe+f+n as in the proof of Proposition 4. If ti = exie+f+r~1(exie)r ior exie an arbitrary element with inverse eyie relative to e in edte (cf. Lemma 10), then r-1(exie)r belongs to gdtg, and has the inverse r(eyie)r-i one relative to g. Hence h has the inverse eyie+f+r(eyie)r~x and is an element of ®.
By Proposition 4, tx belongs to &(s), and d commutes with tu It follows that ede commutes with exie for exie an arbitrary element with inverse relative to e in edte. By Lemma 8, applied to the ring edte (cf. Lemma 10), ede belongs to the center of edte, and hence, by Lemma 10, ede=ezie = Zie for some ZiG<3-From l=r~ir=r~1gp+r~lf+r~ln and r~ln = l-r~1gp-r~1f=l-e-f=g, it follows that r~1(ede)r = Zig. Hence d = Zi+di where di = edf+edg+f(d -zi)f +fdg or, by Lemma 12, di = edif+edig+f(di-zi)f+fdig = (e+f)di(f+g). Imposing consecutively the conditions that o\ commutes with t2 = 1 +fxg and /3 = l-fex/ (both of which belong to @(s)), and again with t\, we obtain that exie commutes with edigr~l. Since gr~l+gke (with k as defined in the proof of Proposition 4), edigr~x is an element of edte. Hence, since exie is an arbitrary invertible element of e9te, it follows by Lemmas 8 and 10 that edgr~1 = z2e for some z2E£-But then edig = z2er = z2n, and o' = 2i+22raI as required. The proof of the converse is trivial.
9. Multiplicative characterization of class 2 elements. The elements of class 2 can now be characterized entirely within the unit group @.
Theorem 1 (Givens) . ^4ra element sof&is of class 2 if and only if it has the following properties:
(1) If t is an element of ®, then <S.(t) properly contains E(s) if and only if t is in the center £ of © (i.e., if and only if (£(/) = ®).
(2) There exists an involution u such that usu = s_1. (3) There exists an element r belonging to (P(u) such that rsr~1 = si. (4) s*9*l except in the case when all elements x of © satisfying (1), (2) and (3) have x8 = l.
Proof. To prove the necessity of each of the four conditions, set 5 = 1 +ra for ra 9*0, ra2 = 0.
(1) If t belongs to 3, then <S(/) =@2<5(.s). But <£(*) = S(s) =® is impossible since sES implies that the nilpotent element ra belongs to the field 3 and is therefore equal to zero, contrary to hypothesis. Hence E(0DS(s). Conversely, if E(/)D£(-s), then tE&2(s) and, by Proposition 5, t = zx-\-z2n. If %29*0, then £(/) =( §.(s), contrary to hypothesis. Hence z2 = 0, and t = ZiE3-(2) Take u = 2e -1 for e = e2 such that n = ex(l-e). Then u has the required property: usu = (2e -l)[l+ex(l -e)](2e -1) = 1 -ex(l-e) =s-1. (3) Take r = l+e for e = (l+«)/2, e such that n = ex(l-e). By Proposition 2, r belongs to &2(w). Since r_1 = l -e/2, rsr~1 = l-\-2ex(l-e) =s2.
(4) Clearly, s8 = (ra+l)8 = l if and only if 3ra = 0. From ra^O follows 3 = 0 and hence s8 = 1 for all elements of class 2.
This concludes the proof of the necessity of (l)- (4) . To prove the sufficiency, assume that an element s of © satisfies conditions (l)-(4). Let t = s+s~1. Then (a) tE®, (b)tES>, (c) t2-t-2=0.For, by (2), there exists an involution u such that us~l = su, and «£(£(*). By (3), there exists r in <P(«) such that rsr~l=s2.
Since r£&2(«), let r=Zi+z2(l -e) for e = (l+u)/2, 2i, Z2E3-From ut = tu follows rt = tr; also, ru = ur. Hence t = rtr~l = r(s-\-s~1)r~1 = t2-2, and t2-t-2 =0. But then t has the inverse (t-l)/2 and belongs to ®. Clearly, £(02<5(s). By (2), there exists an involution u such that usu = 5_1. Then u(s+s~1)u=s~1-\-s, or ut = tu, and «£(£(<)• But u does not belong to 6(5); otherwise, usu=s~1 = s would imply 5 = 1, so that (£(5)=®. Thus S(x) cannot properly contain <&,(s) for any x, in contradiction to (1) .
Hence £(0D6(s). By (1), it follows that t belongs to £. But then (t-2)(t+l) = 0implies* = 2or/= -1. If s+s~1 = t = 2, then (s-l)2 = 0and, in view of (1), s is of class 2. If t= -1, then s8 = l. This contradicts (4) unless every element of ® which satisfies (1), (2), and (3) has s8 = 1. Since all the elements of class 2 necessarily satisfy (1), (2) and (3), this is the case in which 1 +3ra = 1 for every m?^0 such that M2 = 0, or 3m = 0 for every n with this property. (By Lemma 15c, elements nj^O such that m2 = 0 actually do exist in dt.) But 3m = 0, n^O is precisely equivalent to 3=0, or: 2= -1. Hence 5+s_1 = 2 implies, as before, that (s -1)2 = Q and, since s^l, ^ is of class 2. This completes the proof.
10. Connection between involutions and class 2 elements. Proposition 6. An element t of ® is of class 2 if and only if it is the product of two distinct involutions u and v such that V~(u) =I+(v) (or i~(u) =I~(v)).
Proof. Let u and v be two distinct involutions such that I+(m) =l+(v) and let « = 2e -1, v = 2f-1. By Lemma 2 and Lemma 6, (e)r = (f)r and / = e+ex(l-e) for some xEdt. Hence uv = l -e-2x(l -e). From uj&v, e^f, it follows that ex(l -e) is different from zero, so that uv is of class 2. Conversely, suppose 5 is of class 2. Let s = l+n, with mj^O, m2 = 0. By Lemma 15, n = ey(l-e) ior some e = e*, some yEdt. Let y = 2x, and let f = e+ex(l-e). and, for U9*l, V9*l, uv = l would imply u=v.) It follows that C\i+"c£^ (n)\
Also, I+(<£2) is not equal to (l)r. Otherwise, Proposition 7(d) would require 1 to be the only element in (f>2, contrary to hypothesis. Now, I+(<£2) is invariant under yt for every involution t in N(q>). For, clearly, NdyClN^2, and, corresponding to any pE<f>2 there exists q = q(p)E4>2 such that tp=qt. Hence, by Lemma 18, 7«I+(J>) =f+(q) for all pE4>2, all q = q(p)E<P2, and we have n yt\+(p) = y, n i+(p) = n i+(«) c i+(*2). Proof. If t belongs to A(a)2, then t -1 =ex(l -e) for some e = e2Edt such that (e)r = a (Proposition 7(d), Lemma 15). But then (t -l)r=(ex(l-e))r CZ(e)r = aCZ[ex(l-e)}rl=l+(t) = (t-l)1.
To prove the converse, suppose (t -l)r^o.C.l+(t). Then (t -1)2 = 0 since (t -l)rQI+(t). Take b a relative complement of a in l+(t), c a complement of l+(t) in (l)r. Then a, b, c are independent subspaces, and cWb is a complement of I+(/). Hence there exists a unique involution u such that a = I+(w) and bVJc = I~(w). Clearly, u belongs to A(a)+. Let v = ut. Then v2 = l and l+(t) = I+(m). For, v = ut = u(t -l)+u. From (t -l)TQa = l+(u), we obtain u(t -1) = t-l, v = t-l+u, v2 = (t-l)2+(t-l)u+u(t-l)+u2 = (t-l)u+t-l+l = (t-l)(u + l) + l. But (t-l)rQa = l+(u)=(u + l)rQl+(t) = (t-l)l Hence (/-1)(m + 1)=0, and ** = 1. Since aQl+(t) and a = I+(«), we have aQl+(v).
On the other hand, suppose xEl+(v). Then x=vx = (t -l+u)x = (t -l)x +ux. From u(u -l)x = (l-u)x=-(u -l)x, we obtain (t -l)x= -(u -l)x G(«-l)rni-(w)Con(bWc) = (0)r. Hence ux = x, so that xGl+(«), and we have I+(i;) =a = I+(w). But then, since t = uv, and 1+(m) =l+(v) =v, t belongs to A (a)2 as required. This theorem is an immediate consequence of Propositions 9 and 10. uhi = hi, ug2=-g2, uh2= -ft2. From (A) and (B) we now have by leftmultiplication: gi = giU, hx=hxU, g2= -g2u, h2= -h2u. Since (gi)rKJ(gi)r = (gi-\-g2)T = a, 1= l + (gi+g2)x(l -gi-gi) = l + (gi+g2)
•x(fti + ft2) belongs to A(a)2 for x arbitrary in dt. Hence ut = t~1u or u+u(gx+g2) ■x(hx + h2)=u-(gx-g2)x(hx+h2)u, so that (C): (gi-g2)x(hx+h2) =-(gx+gi) ■x(hx -h2). On left-multiplication of (C) bygi, we obtain gixfti = 0 forx arbitrary in 9t On right-multiplication of (C) by g2, we obtain g2xft2 = 0 for x arbitrary in 3t. By Lemma 13, either gi = 0 or fti = 0; and, either g2 = 0 or ft2 = 0. Since a9*(0)r, a9*(l)r, we have either gi = 0 and ft2 = 0, or g2 = 0 and fti = 0. In the first case, a= (g2)r = I~(w); in the second case, a = (gi)r = l+(u). In either case, u belongs to A (a) . This completes the proof.
Part IV. Isomorphism and structure theorems 17. Conditions on dt. We assume as before that 9? is the continuous ring associated with a continuous geometry 8, and that 9t does not have characteristic 2. This latter condition is expressible as a condition on the unit group © of dt, since 2 =0 if and only if 1 has a unique square root in ®.
18. Induced isomorphisms; singular automorphisms. If dti and 9?2 are continuous rings with unit groups ®i and ®2, and a is an isomorphism of dti onto 9?2, then clearly a induces an isomorphism of ®i onto ®2. If p1 is an antiisomorphism of dti onto 9?2, then again /3 induces an isomorphism of ®i onto ®2, since ®2 is anti-automorphic to itself under the mapping x->x_1, x£®2. Definition 5. An automorphism of the unit group © of a continuous ring will be called singular if it is of the form x-►ZxX (x£®), where zx is an element of the center 3 of ® depending on x (cf. [8, p. 230] ).
Lemma 23. The mapping x-*zx is a homomorphism of ® into its center 3 if and only if the mapping x->z*x is a singular automorphism of ®.
The proof is completely straightforward.
We show in the following that every isomorphism of ®i onto ®2 may be represented uniquely as the product of a singular automorphism of ®i by an induced isomorphism of ®i onto ®2, (Isomorphism Theorem). From this, we deduce that the structure of a continuous ring, and hence the structure of the associated geometry, is completely determined within the unit group ®, (Structure Theorem). coincides with the identity on all subspaces 9*(0)r, 9*(l)r-This is impossible, as partial order must be reversed. Thus, an anti-automorphism of dt cannot induce a singular automorphism on ®, and we have shown that the only singular automorphism which can be induced by a ring automorphism is the identity.
19. Betweenness and partial order.
Lemma 25. If a is a 1-1 mapping of the totality of proper subspaces (i.e., subspaces 9*(0)n 5^(l)r) of a continuous geometry 8i onto the totality of proper subspaces of a continuous geometry S2, preserving betweenness, then a is induced by an isomorphism or by an anti-isomorphism of Si onto 82.
Proof. If a is a proper subspace E2i, let a be called "order-preserving" if fDa implies o(a)Qo(t), and fCo implies o-(f)C<r(u). Then a is order-preserv- 21. Isomorphism theorem.
Theorem 6. Let ®i and ®2 be the unit groups of two continuous rings dti and dt2 (2 5^0). Then any isomorphism «r of ®i onto ®2 may be uniquely represented in the form a = o"o~' where a" is a singular automorphism, and a' is an induced isomorphism.
Proof. Let dti and dt2 have corresponding geometries 8i and 82. If Q is any proper subspace of 8i, and a is an isomorphism of ®i onto ®2, then, by Theorem 2, [A(a) ].* is again a A-system, with elements in ®2. By Theorem 4, a induces a 1-1 mapping p: a^>au = 1+ { [A(a) ]*}2 of the totality of proper subspaces of 8i onto the totality of proper subspaces of 82. By Theorem 3, the mapping p preserves betweenness and, according to Lemma 25, is therefore induced by an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism of the lattice 8i onto the lattice 82. Let p denote this mapping also and suppose first that p is a lattice isomorphism. Then there exists a unique isomorphism of dti onto dt2 inducing p. T\al]°'= (e°')i ni(l-e'')r = (l-e'')trr\(e'')l = (ap)ir\ap=A(a>i)2-l. Hence, as before,
